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Introduction and Welcome
Situated in the heart of East Lothian, Haddington boasts a historic past, attractive period architecture
and in Blooming Haddington a group of dedicated and willing volunteers who together work with partner
organisations to promote, improve and conserve the best of what this lovely town has to offer.
Blooming Haddington is supported by our partner organisations, Amisfield Preservation Trust,
Haddington Business Community Partnership, Haddington Garden Trust, St Mary’s Kirk, Haddington
Twinning Association, Friends of the River Tyne, Haddington History Society, East Lothian Horticultural
Society, Rotary Haddington, Haddington Community Council, East Lothian Council and individuals in the
community.
Since the group formed in 2013, Blooming Haddington has continued to develop and maintain areas of
the Town. The positive goodwill displayed towards the group is seen in the relationship Blooming
Haddington enjoys with the community. The green spaces maintained by volunteers include all the town
centre planters and baskets (numbering 150, these are the most public of our floral displays), the
Oriental Garden (sited at the entrance to a neighbourhood who were involved in establishing the garden
and have appreciated it as it develops, Monument Park (improved in recent years since Blooming
Haddington’s involvement), Lady Kitty’s Garden (with its ‘French themed ’borders, sense of open space
and riverside location).
Horticultural and environmental projects collectively include 8 acres of walled garden, 4 acres of other
cultivated gardens, parks and open green spaces by the banks of the River Tyne. Specifically, to
increase community participation, the volunteers of Blooming Haddington introduced the annual
Wheelbarrow Trail which brings colour to our local streets. Encouraging as many people as possible to
take part, the competition is divided into 4 categories - Family, Neighbourhood, Business and
Community Organisation.
As judges, we welcome you to Haddington. Following the most challenging of years, we hope
circumstances will allow your visit to proceed in person and look forward to sharing with you the sense
of pleasure and pride we feel towards our town.
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Horticulture
Lady Kitty’s Garden. Haddington’s twinning with Aubigny sur Nere in France is evidenced in this lovely
garden.
The Aubigny Auld Alliance Iris,
cultivated in France by Richard
Cayeaux a specialist grower, are
planted at the entrance to Lady
Kitty’s as well as in the Town
Centre. The Iris rhizome’s were
funded by Haddington Twinning
Association with many being
sponsored by the Town’s residents.

The area has a pétanque court which
is used by the public as well as for
competitions when visitors from the
twinned Town Aubigny sur Nere are
hosted. The raised lawn is
accessible for wheelchairs and prams
via a ramp which was added in 2019
with funding from the Haddington and
Lammermuir Area Partnership.

June 2020

This year, additional lavender
plants have been added with
advice sought from a local nursery
manager to help select 200+
plants. Planning led to the
purchase of varieties: Alba,
Hidcote Blue, Munstead and
Rosea. Photo July 2020.

This year, a new tree
has also been planted
to complement the
French theme of the
garden. Syringa
Vulgaris Madame
Lemoine.
Photo April 2021.

Volunteer Work Sessions. To help maintain green spaces, sessions were planned in accordance with
government guidelines. Each horticultural area has been tended in rotation throughout the year with
weeding, pruning, division, replanting and watering.

October 2020

April 2021

Rab Moran, is a
Blooming Haddington
volunteer who this year
was awarded a Certificate
of Merit, by the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural
Society. Rab has been a
committed member of
Blooming Haddington
right from the beginning, 8
years ago.

August 2020

St Mary’s Pleasance
Garden. In 2020 scything
was adopted as an
environmentally friendly
and more traditional way to
manage the orchard.
Creating greater biodiversity through rotational
‘mowing ’of the grass areas
will help the pollinators and
wild flowers.
May 2021

His dedication to looking after the hanging baskets
and to the community has been widely
acknowledged.

September 2020
The Pleasance gardener attended a scything
course in September 2020.
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Horticulture - continued
Hanging Baskets and Containers. Selecting the plants for the baskets and containers begins in
November of the previous year with varieties and numbers of plants discussed with the local council who
grow the plants for us. Local businesses are approached to sponsor the baskets and containers at the
beginning of the year and once sited and planted the BH volunteers provide maintenance and care.
Watering is carried out by a rota for the containers and the hanging
baskets are looked after by one volunteer for the entire season.
All photos are from Summer 2020.

Partnership with East Lothian Council Horticultural Nursery. Winter and Summer bedding plants
are selected and ordered for appropriate seasonal use within the Town Centre.
Sustainable Planting. This
has been Introduced to the
large tattie boxes over recent
years in the Town Centre.

Amisfield Walled Garden. A new
project of hedge laying has been
undertaken.
This is an approach which now needs
to be repeated over the coming years
to rejuvenate new growth and provide
a thick habitat for wild life.

St. Marys Pleasance. The Cottage Garden is undergoing change with the introduction of vegetables.
Height, courtesy of two wigwam structures to support climbing beans, have been added with potatoes
planted and carrot and beetroot seed sown. Existing plants have been divided and the planting scheme
rearranged to be semi-formal in keeping with the garden.
During the past year, the restoration of
the rose garden and rejuvenating the
existing climbing roses has been a
priority.
Using an approach of cutting back and
pruning out a proportion of older stems
and a regular feeding regime over the
coming seasons, it is hoped this will bring
back the blooms in these 14 roses which
surround The Orchard on walls which are
North and West facing.
Photos May 2021.
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Horticulture - continued
Monument Park. To
remember the past year
and the impact of Covid-19,
Poppy seeds have been
sown near to the east gate.
A new bench has been
sited at the monument and
was funded by a local
family.
June 2020

May 2021

Oriental Garden. The oriental theme is continuing to be developed with the introduction of more plants
originating from east Asia. Bamboos, Rhododendron, Fatsia Japonica, taller grasses, Lilies and Camellia
are amongst more recent introductions. The south side of the garden under the lime trees, structure has
been provided by adding, Brunnera Jack Frost, Lime Heuchera and bronze grasses amongst a river of
stones leading to Campanula Portenschlagiana. In time this will spill over the edge of the wall.
Wrought iron baskets on the stone bridge wall have been brought back into use with Japanese Painted
Fern. Below the bridge the ‘island’ has been planted with cultivated and natural plants. Within the lade
running through this gem of a garden, there are natural wild aquatic plants, these are simply managed to
guard against blanket growth. This garden is a haven for bird life with assorted songbirds, waders,
wrens, ducks, wood pigeon and this year frog spawn in the small pond.

June 2020

May 2021

May 2021

May 2021
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Environment
Litter picking was last undertaken in 2020 prior to
Covid-19 with pupils from Knox Academy and also
the community impact project.
Photos October 2019 and August 2019.
On Facebook BH promoted the Keep Scotland
Beautiful Take your Litter Home Campaign
In early 2020, Blooming Haddington launched Clean up after your Pet where dog-poo bags were
distributed to dog owners. To encourage cigarette ends to be disposed of responsibly, small pocket
wallets displaying the message ‘no BUTTS about it’ and a map marking where bins are located in the
Town Centre were also distributed with a bit of poetry adding some fun.

October 2020

March 2021

A visit was made to Millerhill Recycling Energy and
Recovery Centre, near Edinburgh on 5th February 2020.
It was organized by Rotary Haddington and BH volunteers
were asked to join the group. Two representatives from
BH found the tour enlightening. Millerhill Centre is a
thermal treatment plant where waste is turned into energy
for over 22 thousand households. Recycling materials are
recovered and removed, thereafter thermal treatment
creates a granular product for the construction industry.
The visit highlighted to BH the potential for greater
recycling and reducing waste. Photo February 2020
Haddington B&B! A bee home and bee friendly
initiative has prompted a change of use for a wall
structure in the town which was previously used
for trailing plants. The structure will house
materials and plants attractive to bees and the
nearby planters will ‘bee’ friendly too!
B&B bugs are also to be encouraged to set up home and will be made as comfortable as possible!
Reusing
builders bags
to reduce our
plastic waste.
Photos
October &
August 2020

New Watering Bowsers.
October 2019
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Environment - continued
In St Mary’s Pleasance a 2 - 3 year project is underway to create a more diverse
meadow within the orchard. The existing grasses in one area were cut to ground
level twice during the Autumn 2020, cuttings removed and the area dug over before
sowing Yellow Rattle in December 2020. A native wildflower mix was sown in the
Spring of this year with an 80/20 ratio of perennial wildflowers and annual
cornflower varieties respectively. Wildflowers attractive to pollinators have been
chosen and will help to develop the wider orchard into a more diverse ecology for
garden bird life. If successful, this approach will be replicated in other sections of
the orchard. The seed harvested from the Yellow Rattle and the other wildflowers
will be used the following season. Photo taken November 2020.
In St Mary’s Pleasance the establishing of a composting system using both green, brown materials
such as cardboard and leaf mould to enrich the soil within the garden is now underway. Compost bins
have been repaired with a few more built. A rotation plan is now underway.

April 2021

April 2021

September 2020

This year (2021) is the first-time frog spawn has been seen in the pond at the Oriental Garden,
generating great interest from younger children and those living nearby. Using Facebook to appeal to
the community, BH gathered advice from those who had some experience of best helping in such
scenarios! Tips were given and followed, including the addition of a ramp to ease the exit from the pond
for the froglets when their development reaches this stage.

March 2021
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Environment - continued
Together for our planet and local partnerships are part of the existing
messages emanating in advance of the UN Climate Change Conference
COP 26 in Glasgow 2021. The website is helping BH and other interested
parties to remain informed of any new initiatives at community level.
Together for our Planet is championing ideas to raise awareness and BH
are engaging with this.
Blooming Haddington have developed a Digital Walking Tour this
year 2021. Published on the Geotourist Web Site and the
Geotourist App to highlight and share the love we have of
Haddington’s gardens and green spaces.

BH are concerned with reducing our carbon footprint and as such are seeking to become more digital
and reduce paper use. Additionally, within the context of the past year and the pandemic, for reasons of
public health the decision was made to avoid the mass handling of paper leaflets. As part of this
change, BH have also embarked upon creating the Blooming Haddington Website in 2021. Amongst
other pages will be a facility for users to download and complete digital forms. Examples of this include
membership of Friends of Blooming Haddington and entering the Wheelbarrow Trail Event.
Friends of the River Tyne help to maintain the health of the river
and river bank. Photos taken in 2021

Other photos from around Haddington

Neilson Park July 2020

May 2020

The Plough November 2020
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Community
Blooming Haddington Facebook Page has 1,424 followers and continues to steadily grow. As at the
time of writing, BH are currently on day two of the planned twenty one tips over twenty one days, shared
via Facebook to celebrate KSB’s 21st birthday! Day one was to recycle plastic bags at your local
supermarket and day two is about bee bombs and bug friendly flowers. Just before the launch of this
campaign it was all about cakes, with BH logo cupcakes donated to the volunteers of Our Community
Kitchen.
Friends of Blooming
Haddington was launched on
25th June 2019 in conjunction
with Blooming Haddington
News, an online quarterly
edition which is emailed to each
member.

Blooming Haddington News provides updates about what is happening within the group, future plans,
horticultural articles, local information and a photo gallery amongst other pages. Currently there are 31
annual and life members and we are working towards increasing this number.

The feedback from participating groups at HADD-aware 2020, as
commented upon in the Welcome and Introduction page of this portfolio,
was one of increased volunteer numbers, and highlighting the number
of people who might benefit from receiving available support from
organisations. On the day there were a number of positive
conversations between groups and financial donations from the public.
The event was held in the Town House and funding was received from
the Haddington and Lammermuir Area Partnership who took the
opportunity to deliver their annual public report. Our Community
Kitchen provided wonderful home-baking and service for everyone in
the ‘cafe’ area. Making sure that everything ran smoothly were East
Lothian Council caretaking staff at the Town House and
stewards/helpers. East Coast Radio and East Lothian Courier provided
their support to all the stall holders.
All photos from March 2020.
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Community - Continued
In 2019, the launch of the Wheelbarrow Trail was a resounding success story with over 50 entrants
and others who joined in ‘casually’ without registering, to create a glorious show of colour in our streets.
Last year the event was impacted by Covid-19 and resulted in a reduced Wheelbarrow competition with
online voting. The results were just as inventive and colourful as the wheelbarrows had been in the
previous year, with the overall winner using their entry to pay homage to the NHS. Having had time to
prepare and gauge public opinion, the annual Wheelbarrow Trail 2021 now has a full list of categories
as we scale up again. This year we are splitting the Group category - (to give opportunity to
Community Services and Neighbourhood Groups) with Businesses and Families/Individuals making up
the other categories. The theme for this year’s trail is ‘Climate and Nature Friendly’ and the winning
entries will receive Wildflower Seedballs as prizes with every wheelbarrow entry awarded a printed
seed paper certificate.
Rotary Haddington are sponsoring this year’s event and have pledged to plant a tree for each
wheelbarrow entering the trail competition.
In 2019 we had 57 Entries.

Business Winner

Group Winner

Individual Winner

Award ceremony August 2019

In 2020 we had 16 entries to our public vote (due to the pandemic)

1st

2nd

3rd
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Community - continued
Celebrating part of Haddington’s history in 2021, a
plaque in Bal'Alley has been erected to celebrate the
original 9 trade guilds in Haddington. The
represented trades are in name the Baxters,
Hammermen, Fleshers, Wrights, Cordiners, Skinners,
Masons, Tailors and Wabsters. Scotland’s Royal
Burghs were established to foster trade and
prosperity. Bal'Alley to the west of Lady Kitty’s
Garden has 9 trees which were planted around 1900
to celebrate each of the trades. The plaque which is
now in place offers an important reminder of the past.
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme. BH currently have 2 senior school pupils volunteering at sessions.
One is working towards a bronze award and the other a silver award. Both are given support with the
various tasks at a volunteer session.
Erected in 2020, in tribute to a part of East Lothian’s heritage, a carved
stone was erected on the outer edge of Haddington. An article was included
in an edition of Blooming Haddington News. Being the base of The Ancient
Fraternity of East Lothian Gardeners, Haddington is home to the oldest
fraternity in the UK. As a movement, which spread from Scotland into
England, the fraternities would expect of their members certain standards of
behaviour within the community, support at festival times such as harvest
and local parades, helping to organise floral exhibitions and as a group
maintain a common bank for charitable purposes. After a fallow period, the
fraternity in Haddington was disbanded in 1953 with The Gardeners Arms in
Market Street paying testimony in its name to the venue where initial
meetings began in the mid 17th century. Photo taken Mar 2020.
In response to modern day business needs BH are working to support Haddington’s town centre and
the recovery of retail and business from the pandemic. Whilst aiming to maintain an inviting and
attractive town centre and promoting shop local BH will again budget to freeze the costs of sponsoring
the hanging baskets and planters next year.
Rotary Haddington planted 20,000 purple crocus
at Bal’Alley. The ‘Purple for Polio ’campaign marks
Rotary’s efforts to help eradicate polio worldwide.
Celebrating their 60th anniversary Rotary last year
planted crocus in the shape of the numbers six and
zero adjacent to a sustainable planting bed
maintained by East Lothian Council. Photo taken
March 2021
Afternoon Tea at Amisfield Walled Garden 2019 was only one of
the tremendous range of community work undertaken by Amisfield
Garden and these are more comprehensively dealt with in the
Appendices. Included in their outreach as one example, Christmas
Wreath making in 2019 is featured in amongst the photos. Work
with local schools, the provision of work experience, supporting
horticultural students, the installation of an outdoor Akinda
Xylophone as a children’s and adult attraction, BBQ’s, afternoon
teas and walking talk tours are all part of the Amisfield Walled
Garden year. Photo taken Sept 2020
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Community – continued
This year, within St Mary's Pleasance Garden, a tree
funded by Blooming Haddington has been planted to
commemorate the life of Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh
and to remember his visits to the garden over the years.
The official planting ceremony with Hannah Pathirana,
members of Blooming Haddington, Trustees of Haddington
Garden Trust and the Provost John McMillan took place on
Friday the 25th June. Hannah is currently volunteering with
Blooming Haddington and working towards her Silver D of
E award.
The tree, a Sorbus
Torminalis, also known as
the Wild Service Tree, was
chosen to reflect upon the
service offered by Prince
Philip. An inscribed plaque
was also unveiled at the
ceremony.
In March 2021, Blooming Haddington were asked by the Haddington Community Council to join a
committee with other local groups and tasked with redeveloping the website, Haddington - The Hidden
Toun, of which they have taken ownership. The committee will help identify how Haddington as a
community could make best use of this asset. A representative of Blooming Haddington recently
attended the first of the sub group meetings and, along with other organisations, is now involved with
developing an agenda towards the future use of the website.
A warmly received visit
and presentation to The
Haddington West
Church Women’s Guild
in November 2019 by
three BH committee
members was recorded
on their Facebook Page.

In December 2019,
five representatives
from Blooming
Haddington were
delighted to attend the
East Lothian Council,
STAR AWARDS,
celebrating success.

The post on Facebook concluded with a comment
“Twas a super meeting, thank you for all the hard
work you do xx”.

Blooming Haddington were delighted to be
nominated and to receive a certificate to celebrate
being finalists in the Community Award.

Photos from around Haddington

Falkos November 2019

GSB July 2019

Oriental Garden May 2021
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Funding and Support
Support
In 2021 we estimate that the cost to East Lothian Council for the hanging baskets and plants for the 3
tier planters and tattie boxes will be £5,600. This cost represents our biggest expense for the year. The
estimated funds we will collect from the businesses for the hanging baskets and planters should be
around £6,500, representing our main income.
Since Friends of Blooming Haddington was launched in June 2019, £1,070 in income has been received
from membership fees.
2021 - Rab’s Rambles
sponsorship and donations
for the miles walked raised
an amazing £2,200 plus of
funds for BH.

In the early part of the first
lockdown in 2020, Jane
raised over £1000 with her
sponsored ‘steps.’

Summer 2020

Summer 2021

In 2019 Haddington building companies
donated 13 wheelbarrows in support of the
first Wheelbarrow Trail. These were then
borrowed by entrants who didn’t have
access to one but still wanted to take part.

Summer 2019

Funding
Income

£

Outgoings

£

Sponsorship of Baskets/Planters

8395

Payment to East Lothian Council

6319

300

Costs of Lavender plants & Lilac
Tree (Lady Kitty’s)

795

Twinning Association for Lady Kitty’s
Co-operative Community Fund

1914

Costs of Plaque and
Commemoration Tree

359

Donations including Jane’s Walk

2636

Bowser Attachments

110

Common Good Fund

5000

Plants for Oriental

130

Friends of Haddington

340

Additional Lavender plants

220

Rab’s Rambles (on going)

2200+
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Future Plans
Blooming Haddington will continue to work to support Haddington Town Centre and the recovery of
retail and business from the pandemic.
As a group Blooming Haddington will continue to maintain the planters, hanging baskets, Monument
Park, The Oriental Garden, GSB Area and Lady Kitty’s Garden with the ongoing support of volunteers.
To seek to build upon volunteer numbers.
Blooming Haddington will continue to contribute in discussions with Haddington Community Council
sub-committee with regard to the legacy website Haddington - The Hidden Toun and how best to utilise
this resource for the local community.
It will be a challenge, however Blooming Haddington will seek to regain momentum from the HADDaware 2020 event and find ways to work with other local groups and organisations.
East Lothian Council have kindly set aside storage
space for Blooming Haddington this year for bowsers
and other equipment. This is a new development, the
first time we have had a set base and as a group we
will need to consider how best to use this space.
The Rotary is commemorating 60 years of serving the community, and to commemorate this an
application has been submitted to East Lothian Council for purpose-built metal planters to be installed
around The Mercat Cross. These planters will then be maintained by Blooming Haddington and filled
with perennial and seasonal colour to compliment other floral displays in the town centre. This will
require planning.
In Monument Park a new planting scheme, currently at a planning stage will involve the reseeding of an
area in grass and the introduction of plants suited to the environment. This is already underway with
advice being given by a horticulture manager with East Lothian Council
This year of 2021, will see the launch of the Blooming Haddington website. This will involve ongoing
work to help the website become established and a small sub-group will seek to support the ongoing
commitment.
It is hoped the Wheelbarrow Trail in 2021 will be one where enthusiasm and excitement for this event is
rediscovered in Haddington after the pandemic year. As an annual event we must therefore seek to
build interest afresh this year and progress the event into coming years with innovative ideas.
The launch of the Walking Trail in late Spring of 2021 is a completely new innovation. Blooming
Haddington will monitor levels of engagement by visitors and residents alike and this year will listen to
feedback from those who have used it.
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Press Cuttings
THE HERALD
Garden of the Week.

EAST LOTHIAN COURIER
Certificate of Merit.

EAST LOTHIAN COURIER
Financial Grant:

https://www.heraldscotland.co
m/life_style/18271048.gardenweek-st-marys-pleasancehaddington/

http://www.eastlothiancourier.com/ne
ws/19206543.national-prize-bloominghaddingtons-rab-moran/

https://www.eastlothiancourier
.com/news/18649324.bloomin
g-haddington-receive-5-000boost/

GLASGOW GALLIVANTER BLOG
Wheelbarrow Blogger.

TWITTER
EAST LOTHIAN
COUNTRYSIDE RANGERS.

https://glasgowgallivanter.com/tag/haddington/

BLOOMING HADDINGTON NEWS
5th Edition June 2020
FREE GARDENERS:
Earlier this year a carved stone was erected in the Moncrieff Walk area
of Haddington, which can be found just off the West Road, on the right
if leaving Haddington. The stone pays tribute to a part of East
Lothian’s heritage and The Free Gardeners, who began as a fraternal
society 344 years ago. In fact East Lothian can be identified as the
oldest of the fraternities in Scotland.

John produced a spring
segment for Radio 4’s Today
Programme on East Lothian
birds. Why not listen again
and hear about the birds and
their songs we will be seeing
and listening to in the coming
weeks. He starts at 1hr
22mins. #wildabouteastlothian

WEBSITE:
EAST LOTHIAN COURIER
Haddington - The Hidden Toun Britain in Bloom
https://www.haddington.org.uk/ https://www.eastlothiancourier.com/n
ews/17997529.blooming-haddingtonwin-best-town-britain-bloom-awards/
HADD-aware 2020
https://www.haddington.org.uk/
event/hadd-aware-byblooming-haddington/
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Appendices
St Mary’s Pleasance Garden
Known as the ‘Secret Garden’, St Mary’s Pleasance Garden benefits from a lovely location. Being
surrounded by other green space and open areas and as a garden it connects effortlessly with its
surrounding environment. At a point in history the ground the garden now occupies would have been ‘nomans land’ between the military forces at the time engaged in the ‘Rough Wooing’. St Mary’s Pleasance
Garden is both in ‘miles’ and years as far removed from that ‘world’ as can be. Maintained for the public by
the charity Haddington Garden Trust the garden provides the community and visitors alike a haven within
which they can meet, explore, feel safe, relax, enjoy the garden and the birds, pollinators and creatures to
which it plays host.
Within the 1.6 acres occupied by the garden the design and planting reflect the features of a 17th century
Scottish Garden. Sections of the garden boundary walls built by Napoleonic prisoners of war still stand and
testify to the rich history to be found in Haddington and the immediate locality. Features within the garden
walls include a sunken garden, a Hornbeam Alleè, arched Laburnum Walk, Cottage Garden, Orchard and
Meadow, Rose Border, Raised Herb Beds, Lawned Area with Specimen Trees, Ha-Ha and flagstone
walkway.
In the past year steps to improve the rose garden have seen a number of roses replaced, new planting of
heritage bare-root roses, existing forest bark being removed and a layer of fresh rose mulch spread.
Varieties planted include Rosa Alba Semiplena, Rosa Charles Darwin, Rosa Pilgrim (Climber), Rosa
Gertrude Jekyll, Rosa Alba Maxima and Rosa x Damascena var, Semperflorens. The rose mulch will
suppress weeds, retain moisture and add nutrients to the soil. These added to a pruning regime for both
bush roses and climbers should invigorate the border and provide summer colour and scent anew in 2021.
The rose Rambling Rector is a new addition, planted beneath the Pear Tree in a south facing position and
will be trained to climb through the tree.
Mulch has been added to the soil in the sunken garden and management of the formal boxwood partier in
terms of the root system and clipping of green growth will help amplify the contrasting colour of the
Santolina, Germandia and Lavender. Buxus Feed has been experimented with successfully and a regime
of regular feeding begun.
Within the Cottage Garden both main beds have been overhauled, plants have been divided and replanted,
the planting arrangement in each of the two main beds now mirror each other. Vegetables such as runner
beans, potatoes, carrot and beetroot have been introduced to mix with the perennials, additional height has
been added via plant choices such as Lobelia Siphilitica and a ‘Wigwam’ frame in each main bed and other
plant varieties associated with a cottage garden.
A 2 - 3 year project is underway to create a more diverse meadow within The Orchard. Beginning with a
particular section the existing grasses were scythed to ground level twice during the Autumn, cuttings
removed and the area dug over before sowing Yellow Rattle in December. A native wildflower mix was
sown in the Spring of this year in an 80/20 ratio of perennial wildflowers and annual cornflower varieties
respectively. The plan thereafter is to replicate this approach in neighbouring sections of the orchard
gathering Yellow Rattle seed and also collecting seed from the wildflower mix to use in 2021/22 and again
in following years. This is one example of creating more opportunity for pollinators to thrive within the
garden generally and specifically management of the orchard by scything gives opportunity to offer a more
diverse environment.
The pleached laburnum archway is a huge attraction within the garden during flowering in May and early
June and a steady stream of admirers visit the garden to specifically see this spectacle. Over the past two
years pruning of the established laburnum has been done using power tools. Flowering is being monitored
with interest, to check this approach is not detrimental to the trees and the flowering display. In early spring
a high potash feed is applied to add nutrients and support growth.
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Other changes to the garden include
•

planting for additional late seasonal interest such as Aster and autumnal bulbs.

•

new planting near to the entrance of the garden to provide greater colour, perfume and structural
interest, including a new Jasminium Officinalle which will be trained along the wall.

•

establishing a composting system using both green and brown materials to enrich the soil within the
garden and leaf mulch.

•

creating an interest for young children via the chiselling and shaping of a dead tree to become a ‘fairy
house’.

•

the addition of water as a feature for bird-life within the garden to drink and bathe.

•

a ‘table and chair set’ to display plants using old riddles and wood cut from the garden.

•

the planting of a new tree to commemorate the life of Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh, Sorbus
Torminalus and this has been reported in the main pages of the portfolio.

Despite the impact of Coronavirus and associated restrictions for the protection of public health ingenuity
amongst the community groups have seen the garden act as an outdoor meeting place for family
generations, friends, an area in which to run a Thai-Chi class, and as a walking route to exercise and
provide seasonal interest for adults and children with special needs. Pear Tree Nursery are frequent
visitors, play games, treasure hunts and sometimes leave fat balls for the wild birds. The local secondary
school have also utilised the garden for classwork involving photography and art. Local artists have used
the garden to sketch and paint. The produce from the garden has been made available to the community
and the garden also had a pastry chef from a local restaurant visit and fruit from the garden helped create
apple and mulberry sorbets which were added to the menu at The Ducks Inn at Aberlady.
To assist with management of the garden a database has been created including a tools inventory,
seasonal tasks, specific garden projects, a date record of when first flower/leaf appears as appropriate for
each plant species, recording of flora and fauna and community events/work within the garden. A digital
overview and layout for each part of the garden is also being developed to show plants in situ, record the
common and formal horticultural name, apply a number to each species of plant and via a web link to the
RHS, provide plant information and instruction on the shrub/tree/plant as is appropriate.
This overview:
•

will provide data as a seasonal check on improving all year interest in general within the garden,

•

assist in work to aid the flora and fauna within the garden thrive.

•

will assist planning for the hopeful recommencement of volunteers at some point this year.
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AMISFIELD WALLED GARDEN
Before Covid, we were running 7 volunteer sessions during the week. Recognising the importance and
health benefits of outdoor spaces we have recently increased the number of volunteer sessions to 9 per
week. The garden is regularly maintained and enjoyed by around 40-50 volunteers per week. From
April 2019 to April 2020, 6402 volunteer sessions were worked, that’s 19206 hours. The garden was
shut from the end March 2020 to May 2020. From June 2020 to mid April 2021 there have been 4169
volunteer sessions, that’s 12507 volunteer hours. We have also increased the opening hours to the
public. We are now open all year around Monday Friday 10am-4pm and Saturdays 10am-1pm. The
garden has free entry to the public and has been used extensively for local exercise to improve mental
and physical health during the second lockdown. From April 2019 to April 2020 there were 3150
visitors. The garden was shut to the public from the end of March to July 2020 however from July 2020
to mid-April 2021 we have received 3974 visitors.
Schools and Colleges at the garden
Compass school have attended the garden
regularly and use the space as a venue for the
John Muir Award.

Secondary school students from around East
Lothian have used the garden as a venue for their
Rural Skills

Some students from Meadowpark have been attending the garden. Meadowpark is part of Knox
Academy. It provides Secondary education for young people with autism.

Development Qualification
We have had many pupils from Knox Academy volunteering at the garden to contribute to their Duke of
Edinburgh Award. Many of these pupils continued to volunteer after completing their awards.
We’ve had 2 pupils from Knox Academy and a French exchange student doing work experience at the
garden.
HNC students from Oatridge College volunteered at the garden on a few occasions. They also used the
garden for a design project. Students explored and mapped the garden and then wrote a report
suggesting design and development ideas. The students then presented the reports to our volunteers.
The topics were:
•

Hedge laying and the wildlife habitats that the laying should encourage.

•

Ideas for an education space in the meadow.

•

Encouraging insects into Amisfield Walled Garden.
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Work Experience
We have given work experience opportunities to people referred to us by employability services. For
some of these workers we have managed to gain paid work experience.

Workshops and Courses at the garden
Prior to the pandemic we were running a huge range of workshops. As restrictions ease, we hope to
restart them.
The workshops have covered topics such as Propagation, fruit tree pruning, willow weaving and wreath
making. Some of them have also included topics to help sustain wildlife in the garden such as meadow
maintenance and hedge laying. Additional events have promoted environmental education, such as the
regular moth trapping events at the garden that took place in the Summer of 2019. Most of these
workshops and events were free to attend.

In 2019 we also ran the WELL course (Wellbeing, Environment, Learning, Laughter). The course was
run in partnership with the mental health service Changes based in Musselburgh and was free. It was
available to anyone with, or with experience of, a mental health problem. We also incorporated the John
Muir Award into the course, and at the end of it, candidates received two certificates, one for the WELL
course and one for the John Muir Award. Under Covid restrictions we weren’t able to run it in 2020 but
we plan to run it this year, starting on May 11th.
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Garden Development
There has been loads of development in the garden over the past 2 years, some completed, some
ongoing. We’ve completed the following:
•

Various cut flower borders.

•

•

A new flower/herb bed beside the garden
entrance.

Benches in the orchard and meadow constructed by
the Rural Skills Development students.

•

A new raised bed outside the cabin for growing leafy
greens.

•

A new rhubarb bed.

•

Hedge laying although this will require further laying
over subsequent years.

•

A sound garden.

•

A bench/shelter arbour on the West Wall.

Development that is ongoing
includes:
•

•

Planting up the West Border
into triangles of shrubs and
groundcover.
Introducing greater floral
diversity to the meadow

•

Pond building in meadow

•

Wildlife embankment/hump
in the meadow

•

A potager garden in the
centre circle of the garden.

•

Table space to store nursery
plants.

Events
Due to Covid, events were thin on the ground during 2020. We usually have a plant sale which is a
good earner for the garden, despite not being able to run the sale, we managed to create a catalogue of
plants and sell them at the entrance gate. We’ve continued to sell plants at the gate by displaying them
at a table.
Events that we were able to hold from 2019 until the beginning of 2020 include:
•

2019 Plant sale.

•

Garden Tea Party to help raise money for the new mower.

•

A stargazing event delivered by the countryside ranger Roger Powell who gave a talk about star
formations.

•

An Art and science event delivered by the educational business ArtPoint.

•

The Herdmanflat hospital used the garden as a
venue for a mindfulness day.

•

A celebration thanking the volunteers for our Queens
Award for volunteering.

•

The moth trapping events in 2019.

•

Physically distanced outdoor concert in Summer
2020.

•

Easter and Halloween Trail.
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Outreach talks
Walk and talk of
the garden to the
members of an
‘Ageing Well ’
group.
A Syrian men’s
group visited the
garden for a guided
walk and a bbq.

•

Walk and talk to the volunteers and
volunteer coordinators of the Royal
Botanic Gardens Edinburgh.

•

A German horticultural group visited
the garden for a guided tour.

•

Walk and talk to the volunteers and
volunteer coordinators of the Cyrenian
community garden

Careers talk to Knox students involved with the Bridges project. Bridges Project is an independent, local
charity which works with young people in East Lothian and Midlothian to help them manage the transition
from adolescence to young adulthood and life beyond school.
Volunteer trips and celebrations
•

Trip to Portmore Gardens at Eddleston.

•

2019 Christmas meal

•

BBQ

•

Guided tour of the edible garden section of the botanics

Ongoing and Looking to the future
We recognise the value of outdoor space during
the Covid pandemic. As such, in the months after
the first lockdown we offered private use of the
garden to small groups of people who considered
themselves vulnerable to Covid. This included
people at risk due to physical health problems and
others finding the situation mentally difficult.
Again, acknowledging the importance of outdoor
space during the pandemic, we’ve recently
extended visiting hours and garden volunteer
sessions.
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East Lothian Council’s Climate Change Strategy
In January 2020, East Lothian Council’s Climate Change Strategy 2020–2025 was approved by
Cabinet. The Climate Change Strategy sets out the Council’s commitment to tackling the Climate
Emergency at a local level and sets out the vision and overall aims for a ‘Net Zero Council’ and a
‘Carbon Neutral East Lothian’ with specific outcomes, key priority areas and actions over the next five
years towards achieving these overall aims. Our strategy recognises both the Climate and Ecological
Emergencies, and our action plan reflects this. One of our key outcomes is: ‘East Lothian Council will
be a net zero and sustainable Council’ and service areas across the Council are working towards this.
We have also committed to working with our communities and partners towards making East Lothian a
carbon neutral county.
Our Climate Change Strategy Annual Update was approved by Cabinet in January 2021, and despite
the impacts of COVID-19 the Council has continued to reduce its carbon footprint and deliver actions to
tackle the Climate Emergency across the county. You can view details of our actions in our Annual
Update, however some of our key achievements include:
•

We are progressing the installation of solar PV on the Council’s housing stock for energy generation,
and we have improved the energy efficiency of civic buildings across East Lothian, including council
offices, community centres and a swimming pool; and we are exploring opportunities for renewable
energy generation in East Lothian with partners;

•

We continue to report significant progress in increasing the Council’s Electric Vehicle (EV) fleet and
installing public EV chargepoints across East Lothian. We added 11 new Ultra Low Emission
Vehicles (ULEVs) to the Council’s fleet, funded by Transport Scotland’s Switched On Fleets
Programme, increasing our current fleet to 28 EVs. The roll-out of EV chargepoints across the
county continues: we now have at least one Journey (Rapid) charger in each of East Lothian’s 11
largest towns, and we have increased the number of Destination chargers for residential use from 3
in 2017 to over 60;

•

The Council achieved the Soil Association Scotland’s ‘Food for Life Served Here’ Bronze Award
again for the 7th year in a row, for its commitment to providing fresh, locally sourced and sustainable
food for school meals, and we are working towards a Silver award;

•

We are developing plans for our proposed ‘ClimatEvolution Zone’;

•

Waste Services reported an increase in East Lothian’s household recycling rate to 55.3% (2019) of
total household waste recycled;

Our action plan also includes actions to support biodiversity and the protection and enhancement of the
natural environment and habitats.
We continue to undertake tree planting and other green network enhancements, and support local
groups with tree planting. We engaged with new communities to identify areas to relax grass cutting to
increase the biodiversity value of the area. Orchards are being progressed with community groups,
including at Lewisvale Park, Musselburgh, and in Prestonpans, with support from Amenity Services.
We are also currently progressing plans for an East Lothian Climate Forest, which would be delivered by
an East Lothian Climate Forest Partnership with links to our communities. The proposal, which was
approved by Cabinet in January 2021, is to develop a 10 year strategy that will aim to plant 2 million
trees across East Lothian, to enable us to reach our target of a carbon neutral East Lothian and deliver
biodiversity and green network benefits.
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